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We investigate capabilities and limitations of table translators. The im- 
portance to translation ofthe manner of specification ofthe syntax and semantics 
of languages i demonstrated. We develop a case for restricting the specification 
of the syntax and semantics of languages, and examine the translation of 
languages described in the restricted manner. 
INTRODUCTION 
In Sections 1-6 (Part I, Krishnaswamy and Buttelmann, 1978) we formalized 
the notion of a table translator, and stated conditions under which it imposes 
semantic preserving total translations. These conditions were shown to be a 
smallest set under which it was decidable whether the translator induced a 
semantic preserving translation for each sentence of the source language. In 
this part we study the capabilities and limitations of these translators. With 
the exception of this introduction, Part I I  is written as a continuation of Part I, 
including references to sections, figures and results of Part I. 
Given that there is a translation from L(D1) to L(D2) we pose the following 
questions: 
(1) Does there always exist a table transducer ~-within D 1 and D 2 such that 
-~ is a translation from L(D1) to L(D2) ? If  not, is it decidable when ~- exists ? 
(2) Is it always possible to algorithmically construct LDS's D[ ,  D~ and 
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t t t 
a table transducer ~- within D1 and D z such that L(D~) ~ L(DO, L(Dz) ~- L(D~) 
and ~ is a translation from L(D~) to L(Dz) ? 
We shall show that there are LDS 's  within which there exist no table trans- 
ducers that can induce a translation. Further, it is in general undecidable 
whether table transducers that induce a translation exist within given LDS's.  
However, if we are permitted to modify the given LDS's  we can always provide 
a table transducer that induces a translation (provided a translation exists). 
Our modifications will bealgor ithmic and will not change the languages them- 
selves. 
7. THE CAPABILITIES OF TABLE TRANSLATION t
Theorem T.7.1 below proves that any computable translation can be induced 
by a table translator. The theorem assumes that the languages are provided via 
LDS 's  D1 and D2, and a computable translation TRAN is provided from 
L(D1) to L(D~). I t  then proceeds to build new LDS's  D[ and D'2, and provides 
a table translator within these new LDS's :  
THEOREM T.7.1. Let D 1 and D 2 be source and target LDS's. Let TRAN be 
an effectively computable translation from L(D 0 to L(D2). Then there exist LDS's  
D[ , D~ and a table transducer -cwithin D~ and D£ such that 
(a) L(D;) = L(D1) 
(b) L(D'~) = L(D2) 
(c) -~ = TRAN.  
! ! 
Further, D 1 , D 2 , and v can be algorithmically constructed if D 1 , D e , and r are 
given. 
Proof. Before we plunge into the proof of the theorem, we briefly present 
the proof technique. The LDS D'  2 ~ (G~, S'2) is constructed from D~ in the 
manner specified in theorem T.3.3. Thus, all the productions of G~ have at most 
! - ! t one nonterminal on the frontier. So if the production set of G z is {t~, t 2 ,..., t~}, 
then t~ can be composed at only one position on the frontier of t~, or not at all. 
As a consequence of this, we can represent trees of GEN(P'~) by strings over 
an alphabet {a 1 ,..., a~) of p symbols. A string ail ." ai~ will represent he 
(unique) tree obtained by composing t~ at the frontier of t~_l,  and this composite 
tree at the frontier of t~k_. " and so on. 
The grammar G'I is constructed from G 1 and G~. Parse trees t in G 1 take the 
form shown in Fig. 5. Thus, t has a component t 1 which is a parse tree of G1, 
and a component  o which is a "chain-tree" Yil<Yi~('" A 1 .-'}}. We define 
the semantics S '  1 so that the range of the semantic function of t o is a triple 
+ Results and figures are numbered sequentially from Part L 
643]39]3-4 
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containing as a component the string all ... ai, which represents a parse tree t'  
in G~. The  semantic function of d~<Yi l )  is defined so that t is a meaningful  
parse tree (i.e., the range of the semantic function of t is nonempty) if and only 
if FR( t ' )~  TRAN(FR( t l )  ). The  table transducer ~ is constructed to ignore t 1 
and transduce t o to t'. Finally, we prove that e ~- TRAN from the fact that 
only meaningful  parse trees are transduced by ~-. The  formal proof now follows 
A (m) 
Yil (m'FR(tl)'ail"'aIk) 
Yi2 (m'FR(tl)'ai2"" .a.lk) 
t 
o 
Yik I (m'FR(tl)'aik) 
FR( t l )  1 - "  FR( t l )  n 
(ml , FR( t l ) l )  . "  (mn,FR( t l )n )  
FIG. 5. The meaning at each node (given in parentheses) is evaluated from the 
meanings at the frontier using semantic functions of S~. Note that m = TRl(t)(ml"'" m~), 
according to the semantics Sx • 
By theorem T.3.3, construct a LDS D'2 = (G~ , S~) such that L(D£) = L(D2) 
and G~ has productions {t~ ..... t'~} of the forms: 
Z<Y> or Z<¥c> or Z<c> 
where Z and Y are nonterminal  symbols, and c is a terminal symbol. As discussed 
earlier, let {a 1 ..... a~} be a set of symbols disjoint from UNIV  1 . Let  G 1 
(N1,271 , P1,  -//1) and let {A, Y1 .... , Y~} be a new set of nonterminals disjoint 
from N 1 . 
t ! 
We can now describe the new source LDS,  D 1 = (G 1 , $1). 
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x ;  = N~ v {3, Y~ ,..., Y~} 
z~ = z l  
P1 = P1 U {Y¢(A1}/t ~ is of the form Z<c)} 
t3 {Yi{Y~}/t~ is not of the form Z@} and 1 <~ j <~ p} 
t A~ = A. 
In order to describe the semantics of D[ ,  define a function 
REP: {a~ ..... a~} ÷ -+ GEN(P~), 
where REP(a~)= t~, and REP(a~la~--" a~) i s  obtained by composing 
REP(aq "" a~k ) on the frontier of REP(aq) (if possible). Note that if this composi- 
tion is possible, it can only be done at the single nonterminal on the frontier of 
REP(ail ). Thus, REP is a partial function, but, when defined it has a unique 
value. 
t The semantics S~ of D 1 can now be defined 
S1 = (UNIV I ,  M; ,  TR(G;))  
UNIV;  = UNIV1 u (UNIV~ × 27*) 
M~(c) = M~(c) × 2~ if c E N~ 
= Ml(c ) × {c} if c e (271 t3 {e}) 
M~(Y~) = M~(A~) × X~* × {~ ,..., ~,}+ 
M~(A) = M~(A~). 
We will construct semantic functions in TR(G;)  from semantic functions in 
TR(GI). To avoid confusion, a semantic function of a tree t in TR(G[) (i.e. in 
the semantics S;) is written as TR[(t), and in TR(G1) (i.e., in the semantics S~) 
as TRy(t). The reader is urged to study the definition of the semantic functions 
of TR(G~), and the ensuing discussion, with reference to Fig. 5. 
(1) I f  t is a production of P~, and if TR~(t)(m~ ". m~) = m in the semantics 
S 1 , we set 
WR~(t)((ml , Wl) "" (ran, w~)) = (m, w 1 .." w~) 
(2) I f  t = l~(A1), then TR~(t)((m, w)) = (m, w, ai) 
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(3) I f t  = YdYj},  thenTRl(t)((m, w, x)) = (m, w, a,x) 
(4) I f  t = A<Y~>, then 
TR~(t)((m, w, x)) = m if REP(x) ~ GENC(P~, A~) and 
FR(REP(x)) c TRAN(w) 
= undefined elsewhere. (7.1.1) 
Consider the parse tree shown in Fig. 5. The semantic function of this parse tree 
will map a string of meanings at the frontier to a meaning at the root. At the 
frontier, we have string of meanings (ml, FR(t l ) I ) ' "  (m~, FR(tl)~). The 
meaning obtained at the root of t 1 is a pair (m, FR(tl)), where m is the meaning 
which would have been obtained when the semantic function of t 1 under the 
semantics S 1 (i.e., TRI(tl) ) is applied to m 1 "" m n . By application of the semantic 
function of Y~(A~) (defined in rule (2) of (7.1.1)) we obtain the meaning 
(m, FR(tl) , ai~ ) at the node labeled Yi~. Finally, if aq "" ai~ represents a tree 
whose frontier is the translation of FR(tl) under TRAN, we obtain the meaning 
m at the root of the entire tree. The entire tree is meaningful if and only if the 
string aq "" a~ represents a tree of GENC(P£ , A~) whose frontier is in 
TRAN(FR(t~)). 
!V[ore formally, a parse tree t in G[ is of the form 
where 
t = A(Yq) [ to [ t l ]  ] 
to = Yq(Y~2("" Yi~',(Yik(A1}) "'')) 
t~ ~ GENC(P  1 , A1), (7.1.2) 
RANGE(TR~(t~)) = {(m, FR(tl))/m ~ RANGE(TRy(t1))} 
RANGE(TR~(to[t~])) = {(m, FR(tl), aq'"  a~:,)/m ~RANGE(TRy(t1))}. 
By the definition of the semantic function of A(Yq} given in (7.1.1), we have 
m ~ RANGE(TRy(t)) for the tree t in (7.1.2) if and only if 
(a) (m, FR(tl) ) ~ RANGE(TRy(t1)  
(b) REP(ail "" ai~) ~ GENC(P~, A~) 
(c) FR(REP(aq --" a,~)) ~ TRAN(FR(tl)). (7.1.3) 
Let us now show that L(DI) = L(D~). First, if (w, m) e L(D'~), then, there is 
a parse tree t as in (7.1.2) such that FR(t) = w and me RANGE(TRy(t)). 
Hence, m e RANGE(TRI(t l)  ) (where t 1 is the component of t described in 
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(7.1.2)). Thus, (w, m) ~L(D1). Conversely, assume (w, m) ~L(D1). Hence there 
is a tree tx ~ CENC(P  a , A1) such that FR(tl) = w and m E RANGE(TRx(t~)). 
Since TRAN is a translation from L(DI) to L(D2), there is a tree t' in 
GENC(P£,  A'~) such that FR(t ' )~ TRAN(w). Pick t o to be a tree Yi~(Yi~ "" 
' t (Yik(A1))..')) such that REP(aq "" aik ) = t. Then the tree t = A(Yi~)[ 0[tl]] 
is a tree of GENC(P~, A;) with FR(t) = w and m ~ RANGE(TR;(t)). Hence, 
(w, m) E L(D;). Thus, (w, m) ~ L(D1) if and only if (w, m) ~ L(D~). Therefore 
L(D~) = L(D;). 
Now define the following table transducer: 
-r(Yi(A1) ) = {(t~, 0)} where 
-r(Yi(Yj) ) = {(t~, (1, 0))} if 
= {(t~., 1)} if  
~(A(Y,))  = {(A~, 1)}. 
t~ is of the form Z(c) 
t~ is of the form Z(Yc) 
t~ is of the form Z(Y)  
Parse trees t as in (7.1.2) will be transduced by table transducer r if and only if 
the range of TRI(I ) is nonempty, i.e., if and only if FR(REP(aq ""ai~)) is a 
translation of FR(t) under TRAN, and REP(ail "-' ai~) is a tree of GENC(P~, A~). 
The table transducer 7 will then transduce the tree by ignoring t 1 and trans- 
ducing A < Yil) [ to]. 
Clearly e(w) is contained in TRAN(w) for each w ~L(D1). Further, by an 
argument similar to the one we used to show that L(D~) was a subset ofL(D1) ,
we can prove that TRAN(w) is contained in ~(w). Hence ~(w) ----- TRAN(w) 
for all zv EL(D1). 
t t 
Thus, given D 1 , D~, and TRAN, we can algorithmically construct D1, D 2 
and ~-. This proves the theorem. | 
We have thus shown that any computable translation can be defined by 
suitable table translator. Note that in our construction we took advantage of 
productions of the type X(Y)  which are "unnecessary" productions in the 
syntactic theory of context-free languages. However, if we permit these pro- 
ductions to have arbitrarily complex semantics, we can prove as powerful a 
result as theorem T.7.1. 
Another way to prove theorem T.7.1 would be to use erasing productions. 
In this technique, we do not modify the target LDS in any manner, but we 
change the source LDS. The new source grammar will have derivation trees of 
the type 
A(A:A2)[tlt~], 
where A is a new nonterminal, d 1 and A~ are the axioms of the original source 
and target grammars, and t 1 is a derivation tree of the source grammar. The tree 
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t 2 is obtained from a derivation tree t~ of the target grammar by attaching the 
erasing production c(e) to each frontier symbol c of t~. Thus, 
FR(A(A~A2)[tlt2] ) = FR(tl). 
We can define the semantics D[ in such a manner that the tree A(AIA~.)[tltz] is 
meaningful if and only if FR(t~) is a member of TRAN(FR(q)). A table trans- 
ducer can then be constructed to transduce A(A1Az)[tlt2] into t'e by ignoring t 1 
and transducing t 2 . 
Thus, chain productions (productions of the type X(Y) )  and erasing pro- 
ductions, which play an insignificant role in the syntactic theory of languages, 
are very important from a semantic point of view. The reason for this is the 
arbitrarily powerful semantic functions that can be associated with such pro- 
ductions. These peculiar productions enable us to define very powerful table 
translators. A "reasonable" language definition system would not permit us to 
take undue advantage of such productions. In a "reasonable" LDS, we would 
permit productions of the type X<Y) ,  but insist that the semantics be so 
defined that chain recursive trees (trees t such that ROOT(t) = FR(t)) have 
the identity function as their semantic function. Such language definition 
systems are termed "honest" LDS's, and we next investigate table translation 
within them. 
8. THE LIMITATIONS OF TABLE TRANSLATION 
We first define honest LDS's, and then analyze the limitations of table trans- 
lation. 
DEFINITION D.8.1 (honest LDS). A LDS D = (G, S) is said to be honest if 
(t) G has no erasing productions. 
(2) The semantics S is such that all chain recursive trees t in GEN(P) 
(trees such that ROOT(t) = FR(t)) have TR(t) as the identity function. 
Honest LDS's have some special properties of interest. In Theorem T.8.1 
we state that chain recursive phrases in parses of sentences do not give rise to 
any additional meanings to sentences in such LDS's. 
THEOREM T.8.t. Let D = (G, S) be honest. Then 
(a) To each w ~ MSEN(D) there is a meaningful parse tree t (a parse tree 
such that RANGE(TR(t)) is nonempty) without any chain recursive components. 
(b) To each parse tree t of a sentence w ~ MSEN(D), there is a parse tree t' 
of  w without chain recursive phrases such that TR(t) = TR(t'). 
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(c) Let E be an equivalence relation that holds between parse trees t 1 and t 2 
of a fixed sentence w ~ MSEN(D) if and only if TR(tl)  = TR(t2). Then E has 
finite index. Further it is possible to algorithmically generate a finite set T of parse 
trees of w such that if ti is any parse tree of w, then tiEtj for some tj in T. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem follows directly from the fact that chain 
recursive phrases have the identity as their semantic function, and will not be 
presented here. Part (c) can be proved from the fact that there can be only 
finitely many parses without chain recursive phrases for a given sentence w. 
This number of parses will then be an upper bound for the index of E. | 
As a consequence of Theorem T.8.1, we need to look at a finite set of trees to 
compute all the meanings of a given sentence. We next analyze the consequences 
to translation of honest language definition systems. Theorem T.8.2 states a 
necessary condition for the existence of a table translator within honest LDS's.  
THEOREM T.8.2. Let D 1 and D 2 be honest source and target LDS's. Then, if 
there exists a table transducer "rwithin D 1 and Dz such that ~ is a translation from 
L(D~) to L(D2), there are integers p and q such that to each w ~ I-VISEN(D1), there 
is at least one w' ~ ~(w) such that: 
/ w' [ ~< U E<. 
Proof. Let r be a table transducer f om T 1 to T 2 within D 1 and D 2 . Further, 
let: 
h 1 = maximum height of trees of T 1 
b 1 = maximum length of frontiers of T 1 
b 2 = maximum length of frontiers of T 2 
k = cardinality of T 1 . 
Let w ~ MSEN(D1). Since ¢ is a translation from L(D~) to L(D2) , there is a 
tree t such that 
t e GENC(P1,  A1) , FR(t) = w 
RANGE(TR(t) )  and r*(t) are nonempty. (8.2.1) 
Let t be a tree of minimum weight (number of nonfrontier nodes) such that 
(8.2.1) is true. The reader may verify that t cannot have a chain component of 
height greater than k • hi • I f  t did have such a component, hen t would have 
a chain recursive component which would be removed without altering the 
semantic function of t, and thus t would not be a minimum weight tree satisfying 
(8.2.1). 
I f  t did not have chain phrases as components, it could not have height 
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greater than ] w I. Hence, if we permit t to have chain components whose height 
is no more than k • kl ,  we must have HE IGHT( t )  ~ k * k: • { w ]. Hence t can 
have no more than b~ *~*t~l nodes. Consequently, if t' e ~-*(t), we must have 
1_bk*kl * [ w[ 
]FR(t')] ~ 0 2: . 
But FR(t') = w' G e(w). Hence the theorem is proven by picking p -~ b 2 and 
q = bF I 
While honest LDS's  capture the idea that a production has to "do something", 
it is often not possible to define translators within honest LDS's,  even if the 
source and target languages can be described by such LDS's.  This is proven 
in Theorem T.8.3 below. 
THEOREM T.8.3. There exist honest LDS's  D: and Dz such that there is a 
translation from L(D:) to L(D2) , but there exist no honest LDS's D~ and O~ such 
that: 
(a) L(D:) ~- L(DI) 
(b) L(D2) : L(D~) 
(c) There is a table transducer - within D~ and D~ such that ~ is a translation 
from L(D:) to L(D2). 
Proof. We will construct the languages uch that the shortest ranslation 
of a source language sentence can be extremely long. This will then prove that 
D[ and D~ cannot exist, for otherwise Theorem T.8.2 will be violated. 
Let L 1 and Le be the source and target languages given below: 
L: = {(a", g(n))/n > o} 
= {(b-, n)/n > 0) 
where g(x) = x ~. The reader can easily construct honest LDS's  D 1 and D~ 
similar to those in the proof of claim 2, Theorem T.5.3, with L 1 = L(D1) and 
L 2 = L(D2). 
We claim that there do not exist any honest LDS's  D[ and D'~ which satisfy 
the conditions of the theorem. Suppose, by way of contradiction, D[ ,  D~ and ~- 
did exist. Then, by Theorem T.8.2, there are integers p and q such that to each 
w G MSEN(D:)  there is a w' ~ ~(w) with ] w' [ < pql~:. But, by the definition of 
L 1 andL2, w' G ~(w) implies that I w' f = g(l w I). Hence, to each w c MSEN(D1) , 
g([ w I) ~ pql~l. Thus, to each integer n, n ~ ~ pq~ for fixed p and q. This is 
impossible, proving the theorem by contradiction. 
Theorem T.8.3 gives languages which can be described by honest LDS's ,  
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but for which there exist no honest LDS's  within which a table translator cart 
translate the source language to the target language. This thus proves that: 
(1) There does not always exist a table translator within given LDS's  
that can translate the source language to the target language. 
(2) It is not always possible to modify given honest LDS's  and obtain 
new honest LDS's  describing the same languages, within which we can find a 
table translator to translate the source language to the target language. We will 
sometimes be forced to modify given honest LDS's  into dishonest LDS's (by 
the technique provided in theorem T.7.1) to obtain a table translator. 
Theorem T.8.3 provides LDS's  that must be modified before a table translator 
can be found. If, however, the given LDS's  were somehow "amenable" to 
translation, a table translator can be found without modifying the LDS's. It is 
therefore of interest to decide when given LDS's  will need to be modified, 
and when they will suffice, in order to determine a table translator. Unfortunately, 
this is undecidable, as shown in Theorem T.8.4. 
THEOREM T.8.4. Let D 1 and D2 be source and target LDS's, and let there 
exist a computable translation from L(D1) to L(D2). It is then undecidable whether 
there exists a table transducer r within D 1 and D~ such that ~ is a translation from 
L(D1) to L(D~). 
Proof. This theorem is proven by a reduction to the halting problem for 
an arbitrary partial recursive function f [p]  on input m. Pick source and target 
i languages L~ and L~, where L 2 = L 2 as defined in Theorem T.8.3, and: 
L~ : {(a n, g(n))/f[p](m) does not halt in n or less steps} 
where g(x) = x *~. Clearly, L~ = L 1 (in the proof of Theorem T.8.3) if and only 
if f[p](m) does not halt, and is a finite set otherwise. The reader can easily 
construct LDS's D 1 and D 2 such that L(D1) = L~ and L(D2) : L '  2 . 
IfL~ is a finite language, it is trivially possible to construct a table transducer r 
within D 1 and D= so that ¢ is a translation fromL~ toL '  2 . I f L '  1 is infinite, however, 
there is no such table transducer r, by the argument of Theorem T.g.3. Thus, 
if it is decidable whether a table translator exists, then it is decidable whether 
f[p](m) halts, which is impossible. [ 
9. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
A methodology of translation, referred to as "table translation", is introduced 
in Part I. Part I investigates conditions under which a table translator can induce 
a semantic preserving translation from a source language to a target language. 
Furthermore, it is shown that these conditions form a smallest set for which it 
i~ provable that the table translator determines a semantic preserving and total 
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translation. Finally, a subset of these conditions determine semantic preserving 
partial translations. 
The capabilities and limitations of table translators are investigated in Part I I .  
I t  is proven that this model of translation is powerful enough to define any 
effectively computable translation. However, it is sometimes necessary to modify 
the language definition systems in order to obtain the translator. As a matter 
of fact, it is undecidable whether a table translator exists within the given 
language definition systems. 
Part I I  also develops a case for language definition systems whose semantics 
are constrained by the syntax. Such language definition systems ay be useful 
to define programming languages. 
This study illustrates very clearly the importance of expressing the syntax 
:and semantics of languages in a manner amenable to translation. A devious 
description of the syntax and semantics of the languages renders the very 
existence of a table translator using the given language definition systems un- 
decidable. 
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